
Outdoor Audit – 18th October 2018 

Visions and Values 

Involved in discussion: Jade, Julie, Bow, Mo 

Questions/Key Elements Possible Evidence/Resources Zone 1 (TT and Nursery) Zones 2 and 3 (FS1 and FS2) 
Do we all have a shared vision of 
the outdoor environment and its 
possibilities and the 
opportunities it provides for 
children to recognise and take 
risks? 

Outdoor policy? 
Observations/learning walks 
demonstrate consistent approaches? 
Risk management? 

All adults value outdoor learning. 
Opportunities are discussed at 
planning meetings to ensure needs 
of both TT and N aged children 
are catered for. 
Good level of risk for TT 
throughout the year, but will need 
enhancing throughout the year for 
the N children.  
Do we have an outdoor policy? If 
not, we should create one.  
Working to get parents on board 
on with the shared vision of staff. 
Would hope to see more TT 
carers/parents involved in outdoor 
learning. 
Staff understand the need for 
risk, and for the children to 
manage this, however we’re facing 
obstacles from non-teaching 
staff/ H&S. 
Real life risks – we need to 
educate the children (and 
parents/carers) – you can’t take 
away mosquitos – they will always 
be here – however, you can teach 
them to manage this risk – of they 
see lots of mosquitos, avoid that 

All adults value outdoor learning. 
This term we have trialled a small 
group of T’s to plan outdoor 
opportunities on a two weekly 
basis.  
 
Parents are not yet aware of our 
outdoor learning expectations– 
they do not have the same 
expectations as staff yet.  
 
Staff understand the need for 
risk, and for the children to 
manage this. 
Real life risks – we need to 
educate the children (and 
parents/carers) – you can’t take 
away mosquitos – they will always 
be here – however, you can teach 
them to manage this risk – of they 
see lots of mosquitos, avoid that 
area OR apply more repellent. By 
simply not allowing them in areas 
with mosquitos are we endangering 
them in later life? No exposure. 
 
Do we have an outdoor policy? If 
not, we should create one. Can we 



area OR apply more repellent. By 
simply not allowing them in areas 
with mosquitos are we endangering 
them in later life? No exposure.  

speak to Year 1 about their policy? 
Do they have one? Does outdoor 
learning stop? 

  

 
 
 
 

Do we all expect to be outside 
whatever the weather and do we 
value the learning opportunities 

Outdoor policy? 
ILD entries in outdoor environment? 
Staff and children are supported 
with all-weather clothing? 

All adults value the opportunities 
in different weathers but are 
aware that due to being in Asia, we 
are restricted when it comes to 

All adults value the opportunities 
in different weathers but are 
aware that due to being in Asia, we 
are restricted when it comes to 



that occur in different weather 
conditions? 

Storage available? thunder and lightning. TT and N 
always have a change of clothes to 
allow for puddle play etc.  
Check with N – do they get a mix 
of outdoor and indoor 
observations?  
 

thunder and lightning. Some 
children, particularly FS2 do not 
have a change of clothes which can 
restrict learning in certain 
situations.  
 
Do all staff wear clothes that are 
conducive to good involvement and 
learning opportunities outside? 
Will you go into mud kitchen in a 
nice dress? 
 
Do we have an outdoor policy? If 
not, we should create one. Can we 
speak to Year 1 about their policy? 
Do they have one? Does outdoor 
learning stop? 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 



Do we all value the outdoor 
learning areas as being at least 
as important as any indoor 
spaces? 

Team meetings demonstrate 
discussions, actions, solutions? 
Regular systems in place e.g. staff 
rotas, assigned responsibilities? 

All staff value outdoor as much as 
indoor. 
 
Expectations for children are 
embedded. 
 
8.30am all N go inside – how fluid 
is this? Is there a rota? How does 
it work? 
TT can access outdoor area the 
whole time – they have a 
designated adult so ratios aren’t an 
issue.  

All staff value outdoor as much as 
indoor. However due to huge space 
AND individual classrooms, the 
outdoor enhancements will always 
take a back seat. How do we 
combat this? Could more nature be 
used to help this – more plant pots, 
trees, bushes etc.  
 
Expectations for children are 
embedded. 
 
 

How are the children involved in 
setting up/putting away 
resources and equipment? 
Do adults expect children to set 
up, put away resources and 
equipment as part of everyday 
routines? 

Observations? 
Children assigned roles and 
responsibilities? 
Observations/learning walks 
demonstrate consistent approaches? 
 

Set up is a shared task with adults 
and children e.g. using the hose. 
This is a shared vision and 
understanding.  
 
TT and N have very high 
expectations for tidy up – 
everything that is out is labelled.  
 

Children encouraged to tidy up 
using the labels.  
 
This term we have started to try 
to involve 2 classes each week in 
the setup of outdoor 
enhancements using enhancement 
boxes for speed.  
 
 

  



 
 

How do we work with parents to 
help them understand the 
importance and value of outdoor 
play and learning? 

Policies? 
Newsletters? 
Outdoor workshops? 
Induction? 
Photo booklets/displays? 
Stay and play outdoors sessions? 

Soft start in N encourages 
outdoor play until 7.40am. Cubbies 
are outside so there is no need to 
go inside after 7.40am. Lots of 
modelling from T’s and AT’s during 
this soft start time. Lots of talk 
with the parents and carers during 
this time.  
Last year there were speech 
bubbles etc. to help prompt adults 

Soft start in FS1/2 encourages 
outdoor play until 7.40am. Cubbies 
are inside so there is a need to go 
inside after 7.40am. Then some 
children choose to stay in.  
 
Welcome/induction meeting – how 
much do we talk about it? 
 



within the environment with ways 
to support outdoor learning across 
all areas – can we reintroduce 
those? 
Welcome/induction meeting – how 
much do we talk about it? 
 
Can we think about a stay and play 
morning? Higher adult ratios help 
to support good talk and 
development of ideas. 
 
Different 
understanding/perception of 
respect for nature.  Fear of 
mosquitos and disease from mud 
etc. Can we support parents/carers 
to change their view on this? How 
can we address this genuine worry? 
Do nannies/carers insist on 
handwashing at home? Is this 
something we need to educate 
parents/carer on? 

Independent learners workshops – 
one for parents and one for 
nannies – how much of this is 
focussed on outdoor learning? – 
Nursery parents are invited to 
this.   
 
Can we think about a stay and play 
morning? Higher adult ratios help 
to support good talk and 
development of ideas.  
 
Different 
understanding/perception of 
respect for nature.  Fear of 
mosquitos and disease from mud 
etc. Can we support parents/carers 
to change their view on this? How 
can we address this genuine worry? 
Do nannies/carers insist on 
handwashing at home? Is this 
something we need to educate 
parents/carer on? 
 
LOTS of information shared on PD 
blog. 
 
Had our open morning for Phonics 
in the outdoor environment only 
(17/18 year). 

  



 
 



 
 
 
 
 

How do we support 
parents/carers with ideas for 
things to do and places to go? 

Information folders/leaflets? 
Visits and trips? 
Local community? 
Shared projects? 

We don’t really do this… lots of the parents/carers are on the BAMBI 
Facebook group etc. which shares ideas. Should we offer this 
information? Could we collect info and leaflets to leave in parent rooms?  
 
We do share information and ideas, of how parents/carers to be actively 
involved in their child’s learning at home, rather than taking them to 
another structured class. We’re encouraging simple unstructured 
opportunities at home. 

How do we find out what skills 
our parents have that could be 
put to good use in the outdoors? 

Newsletters? 
Questionnaires? 
Information packs? 
Induction packs? 

Parents can sign up with a talent/expertise? Are these slips sent out at 
the beginning of the year? Where is this info stored?  
We do try to use staff within school that we know of, to come and spend 
some time with our children. Growing link with secondary students – can 
we look for DoE, Geography children etc. who are passionate about this? 



Can we invite some parents to take some responsibility during soft start 
etc.? 
Last year we had the secondary sports leaders join us for term 3. Could 
a group of students come one day per week to support with soft start 
and set up? 

 

 
 
 

Are children’s/parent’s voices 
reflected in our planning? 

Planning documents? 
Annotated photo displays? 
Evaluations? 

Yes, children’s absolutely!  Not at the moment.  

 


